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Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm are generally considered to have been logistics triumphs. Sustainment support of high priority material that requires air transport, however, has been criticized. Sustainment airlift required for the enormous amounts of high priority material generated for support of deployed forces was either not foreseen or severely underestimated to support material and lift requirements. The immediate results were material shortages, transportation delays, and the imposition of ad hoc systems to support sustainment operations. This paper examines many of the air sustainment lessons learned from the Gulf War. Focus is on the high priority material requirements so vital to the operational readiness of deployed forces. Flexible airlift options, both military and commercial, are reviewed. Included are lessons learned with regard to sustainment planning and command and control of sustainment operations. In each case, discussion is tailored to planning actions that operational level commanders and their logistics staffs can take to bring about more effective outcomes for air sustainment operations.
The proverb goes, "If we stand on the shoulders of giants, we may see further than the giants themselves." It is from this premise that the paper proceeds. While Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm were great successes, including from a logistics standpoint, it was not always a result of effective pre-planning and use of established procedures. On the contrary, many aspects of the logistics support - and in particular, those pertaining to high priority cargo sustainment issues - were not done 'by the book' and often were in reaction to an evolving or evolved problem. While it is unlikely that we will soon see a repeat of the Desert Shield/Desert Storm scenario, tasking for small operations and non-traditional contingencies stands the likelihood of increasing. It is therefore important to learn from these logistic giants - repeating the good while avoiding the not so good. Sustainment lessons learned from Desert Shield/Desert Storm and some other recent military exercises and operations thus constitute the primary sources for this paper. While it remains to be seen which lessons learned will be truly enduring, all should be considered in preparing plans for future operations. As a number of high priority cargo and sustainment issues are addressed, it is intended not as an authoritative work on air sustainment of military operations, but as a launching point for further study in air sustainment concerns for the operational commander.
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DEFINITIONS

Sustainability is the ability to maintain logistic support throughout the operation. The principle of sustainability focuses the supporting commander's attention on the long-term objectives and requirements of the supported forces. Long-term support is the greatest challenge of the logistician, who must not only attain the minimum essential material levels to initiate combat operations (readiness) but must also sustain those operations (sustainability). The logistician must plan for and achieve logistic momentum. Sustainability demands frugality and conservation. Waste of supplies or services ultimately will create shortages that could jeopardize continued operations. Sustainability requires some degree of redundancy. It demands reliance on alternatives when the inevitable shortfalls occur...Having the logistics support needed to start an operation is not enough; that support must be sustained throughout the operation.

- Joint Pub 4-0²

Sustainability - The ability to maintain the necessary level and duration of operational activity to achieve military objectives. Sustainability is a function of providing for and maintaining those levels of ready forces, material, and consumables necessary to support military effort.

- Joint Pub 1-02³
...increased demand for parts must be recognized at the commencement of high tempo operations...urgently needed parts for repairs [were] delayed...critical cargo exceeded the sustainment allocation...significant turmoil in load planning...inaccurate schedules for strategic lift...the concept of operations per JOPES TPFDDs understates LOGAIR requirements...manifesting in JOPES is problematic...WWMCCS data was, at best, 25% accurate...procedures for emergent logistics requirements not specified...make early establishment of a ‘Desert Express’ type service an integral part of [the] CINC and TRANSCOM OPLAN...alternate sources must be explored..."

- Desert Shield/Desert Storm Lessons Learned

**Lessons Learned**

These are some of a great many comments from various military lessons learned data bases that discuss the logistics problems encountered in supporting Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm and other military exercises and operations. Yet Desert Shield/Desert Storm is considered a major logistics triumph. What, then, accounts for these criticisms?

The answer can be found in issues of sustainability, particularly in planning and in operational employment. The full spectrum of sustainment concerns for the forces deployed in Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm were not fully covered during the contingency planning process while what was planned often seriously understated sustainment needs. The results were material shortages, transportation delays, and the imposition of ad hoc systems to logistically support operations. It is
therefore important to adjust future operational planning to account for these problems. At the same time some of the ad hoc systems turned out, at least in part, to be quite successful and so should be considered for use in future operations.

Outline

The subject of this paper is the movement of high priority sustainment cargo to theater forces via airlift. It will focus on two areas:

- High Priority Material Movement, and
- Air Sustainment Command, Control, and Planning.

In both cases, sustainment lessons learned, principally from Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm, are used as the foundation for discussion.

High priority cargo, a relatively small amount of material in terms of the total spectrum of cargo movement requirements, particularly during the deployment phase, is nevertheless of critical importance to the operational commander. High priority cargo consisting largely of repair parts and other crucial supplies most directly translate into the high equipment and personnel readiness so crucial to commence or continue combat operations. The scope of the high priority material requirement and its relation to air transport is the topic of Chapter II. Included in Chapter II is a look at airlift, the key to moving high priority cargo throughout the duration of a military operation.

Airlift, as expected, bore the brunt of requirements in the early stages of Desert Shield and Desert Storm. I am not certain the American public knows and appreciates just how significant a role...our cargo carriers played in the war.

There is every indication that airlift will continue to be most
critical to logistics and sustainment. But consider this:

In absolute terms and relative to other major modes of transportation, the ability of our air mobility assets to meet CINC requirements is deteriorating.

While airlift assets for sustainment support are generally not under the operational control of the theater CINC, there is a role that he can and should play in order to ensure that sufficient support will be available. Lieutenant General Pagonis includes the following in his definition of operational logistics: "Logistics determines how, when, and where the force arrives in theater..." Its operational sustainment corollary could then be stated as: "Operational sustainment determines how, when, and where sustainment support arrives in the theater." Certainly one aspect of "how" is airlift and that makes it a prime consideration for the operational logistician. In view of the deteriorating nature of airlift capability, some air sustainment options available to the operational commander are discussed.

"Logistics planners tend to focus efforts primarily on the deployment problem at the expense of the later phases of the campaign. Detailed logistics planning for employment is equally important." Joint Pub 4-0 makes clear that deployment and employment phases often run concurrently. Operational logistics plans thus need to include the full spectrum of sustainment needs for all operational phases. Sustainment planning, as well as logistic command and logistic control are briefly discussed in Chapter III.

Chapter IV concludes the examination of air sustainment of military operations and offers some topics for continued study.
CHAPTER II

HIGH PRIORITY MATERIAL MOVEMENT

During Desert Shield and Desert Storm...a higher percentage of the spare parts were transported by air than in previous wars.10

- LT GEN Jimmy Douglas Ross, USA

This chapter will examine the scope of the high priority material needs of military operations using lessons learned from Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm. The relation of high priority material to air transport and why the trend towards reliance on airlift identified by Lieutenant General Ross can be expected to increase in the future are addressed as are flexible airlift options available to the operational commander.

What is High Priority Cargo?

Short of a prolonged discussion of the Department of Defense Uniform Material Movement and Issue Priority System (UMMIPS), high priority items are emergency material requirements for repair of weapons platforms, weapons themselves, and equipment. They are for immediate use without which an activity would be unable to perform a primary operational mission. Material covered by this definition includes urgently required major components (e.g., aircraft engines), repair parts, and the consumables most critically required by operating forces to maintain high operational readiness. CASREP, NMCS/PMCS, and MICAP11 are some common service acronyms used to identify these items as high priority.

High priority cargo also includes maintenance work stoppage items that are anticipated to fail in the immediate future that would impair a primary or auxiliary operational mission area.

4
Consumable supplies can also be designated high priority if lack of the item affects an activity or operational mission. Medical supplies often fall in this category. Pharmaceuticals and other short-lived and perishable items may also qualify for airlift. Importantly, these broad categories of material include a very wide variety of items. Generally speaking, "high priority" not only qualifies, but designates the cargo for air transport.

In terms of both piece, weight and cube considerations, as well as the sheer number of material requisitions submitted, it can be an enormous amount of material.

Finally and for purposes of clarity, high priority cargo, by its nature, is material for an immediate need that has already been determined to be not readily available. This means that support from in-theater sources has been exhausted, thus generating a material requirement to a source outside the theater or operational area. When the requirement is large enough and encompasses numerous units, the operational commander must play a role.

**Desert Shield/Desert Storm High Priority Material**

Just how enormous was the Desert Shield/Desert Storm high priority requirement? Figure 1, by way of illustration, lists Issue Priority Group (IPG) I requisitions submitted to out-theater supply points for a four-week period. Because of the wide variety of items included in these requirements, it is difficult to estimate total piece, weight, and cube. However, because each is an IPG I requisition, each qualifies for airlift. The number is staggering. It is therefore essential for the operational commander to understand both material and lift requirements of this magnitude, as well as the time
Figure 1
DESERT SHIELD / DESERT STORM MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
29 December 1990 - 23 January 1991

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IPG 1 REQNS</th>
<th>% IPG 1</th>
<th>TOTAL REQNS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>36,480</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Corps</td>
<td>15,825</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army</td>
<td>189,429</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force</td>
<td>79,921</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: COMNS&SUPSYSCOM Logistic Lessons Learned

necessary to move the material, when planning for the next war. Figure 2 provides a view of the transportation pipeline.

The Future Sustainment Challenge

Material requirements for the next major regional contingency can expect to be at least comparable to Desert Shield/Desert Storm and may likely increase. Reasons include:

- As a result of base closings, fewer forward bases carrying supplies and maintenance equipment to support forward deployed forces.

- Less inventory - another result of downsizing. "DOD has reduced $13.7 billion of inventory from its shelves. By 1997, we project the current $85 billion inventory will be down to $55 billion (in constant 1990 dollars) - a 46 percent reduction from the 1990 baseline of $101 billion."
Lack of funding for prepositioned war reserve (PWR) material.  
Fewer air transportation assets.

With fewer forward bases, a greater percentage of material must be transported from the continental United States (CONUS). Similarly, less inventory and fewer war reserve assets at both the unit and supporting base level will require greater reliance on transportation from CONUS while longer waits for the material may otherwise routine requirements into the high priority area. Finally, with a decline in the number of airlift assets, ostensibly including that portion normally dedicated to sustainment operations, competition increases and wait time further increases, perhaps leading to Eccles' "Logistics Snowball."
Recent efforts increasing sealift and seaborne prepositioning ships will have a mitigating effect. Funding for these programs, however, does not include the equipment and supplies to be prepositioned in these ships.

The problem is not restricted to the next major or lesser regional contingency alone, but extends to support of forces currently deployed and to support for scheduled military exercises throughout the world. Changes in political, diplomatic, and host nation support also effect sustainment planning and operations.¹⁹

Flexible Airlift Options

In response to the rapid build-up of sustainment supplies at numerous aerial ports of embarkation (APOEs) in CONUS, the Military Airlift Command (MAC - now Air Mobility Command) introduced 'Desert Express.' This was a MAC aircraft dedicated to carry only high priority sustainment material. This section will briefly examine Desert Express, its success, why it should be a standard program for future operations, but also why it may not be enough. In that vein, some other airlift options are reviewed.

Desert Express. With CONUS sustainment APOEs having reached the saturation point and a new requirement to move another 200,000 troops and their equipment to the Gulf, USTRANSCOM established Desert Express in October 1990. The service was designed to be a small package, ultra-high priority, "warstopper" parts, air-express service using a once-a-day MAC aircraft (a second and then a third daily flight were added later). Larger items and those not meeting the warstopper criterion flowed through normal MAC channels.
CENTCOM provided each military service with a daily tonnage allocation and required them to validate each item to qualify it as a valid warstopper. Total material moved was impressive: 3,321 short tons or an estimated 5 million individual pieces of cargo. On the other hand, actual service use was disjointed: Army - 61%, Air Force - 35%, Navy - 3%, Marine Corps - 2%.

Why the inequity? The problem was both structural and qualitative. In the former case, Desert Express flights originated from Charleston (South Carolina) AFB while the Navy/Marine Corps sole sustainment APOE was at Norfolk, Virginia. No established movement channel existed between Norfolk and Charleston and, as it turned out when one was eventually setup, Navy and Marine Corps warstopper parts actually moved faster via the regular MAC sustainment channel from Norfolk. Further, the Desert Express APOD was at Dharan - a good place for the Army and Air Force users, but not the Navy and Marine Corps whose primary Forward Logistic Support Sites (FLSS) were at Manama, Bahrain and Fujairah in the United Arab Emirates, thus requiring additional intra-theater airlift for which assets were also stretched to the limit. The qualitative problem and a chief Navy complaint, was that the other services were disproportionately assigning IPG I to their requisitions to qualify for a greater share of Desert Express capacity. Service use of IPG I in Figure 1, at least, infers as much.

The program certainly must be viewed as an overall success and so should be standardized for use in future operations, hopefully with a more encompassing capability. But Desert Express did little to alleviate the severe backlogs for other essential, high priority material. Sustainment APOE backlogs at
Travis AFB and NAS Norfolk passed 2,000 tons per day and at the Dover AFB APOE reached a daily maximum of 3,400 tons, actually exceeding the total tonnage moved by Desert Express. Other options, used in concert with a USTRANSCOM express program, are needed.

**Other Air Mobility Command (AMC) Programs.** We have already seen that military airlift capability is deteriorating. Even with the addition of Desert Express to the air sustainment effort, overall air sustainment missions were reduced to meet Desert Shield deployment requirements. Given the near term, and well-known, maintenance and engineering problems of AMC’s fleet of C-141s and C-5s, as well as uncertain long term prospects for these aging aircraft, AMC support for large-scale sustainment operations appears insufficient. With regard to the C-17, General Powell testified before Congress:

> Without the C-17, we will have insufficient airlift to carry out the objectives of the National Military Strategy.

Notwithstanding this injunction, the C-17 program, currently limited to procurement of just 40 aircraft, offers little hope. However, two established AMC programs provide support for normal peacetime and contingency operations. The first is Channel Airlift. Theater CINCs establish the channel origin and destination points. There are currently over 900 channels operating into some 80 countries. The second program is SAAM, or Special Assignment Airlift Missions, that satisfy special requirements for off-channel movement. AMC’s air charter service, in other words. CINCs provide USTRANSCOM/AMC with their forecasted requirements and, as can be seen from the extensive use, are attractive for short duration operations and
exercises or for limited cargo. On the downside, total flights are constrained by increasingly limited flying hour program funding. Also, since JCS retains airlift priority assignment, CINC options may be limited by competition with other theaters.

**Commercial Alternatives.** Federal Express has been long proposed as an alternative to military airlift. In the small package arena in which it specializes, Federal Express and its commercial competitors would appear, in fact, to be more cost effective and would serve to free up AMC assets for other missions. A related, but largely unexplored option involves scheduled passenger airliners. Newer transports with larger belly-holds have the potential for significant freight capacity and, being subsidized by their passenger carrying operations, offer cut-rate prices.

Both options have been tried: Exercise North Star 89 by the Navy and more recently by Army units operating under United Nations Command in the Sinai. Both recognized the merits of the programs, but were frustrated by customs problems. Packages were held in host nation customs for up to eight days. There may, as well, be other problems such as the commercial Title XIII war risk flight insurance debacle experienced by Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) carriers during Desert Shield/Desert Storm. Here, however, the CINC has considerable sway. Logistics staffs have the authority and wherewithal to establish commercial cargo channels now and to plan for their expanded use for larger contingencies. CINC staffs should explore a resolution to host nation customs problems, perhaps in concert with U.S. Embassy staffs.
CHAPTER III

AIR SUSTAINMENT COMMAND, CONTROL, AND PLANNING

Many of our most important unresolved problems are logistical...and there are still serious deficiencies in our logistic plans and capabilities. If we fail to correct these deficiencies, they may easily cause our defeat should we have to fight another global war...Some of our present deficiencies are caused by our failure to properly apply what we already know..."34

- RADM Henry E. Eccles, USN(Ret)

Written in 1953 and itself a lesson learned from World War II, the above quote from Eccles is surprisingly pertinent today. At least one activity has noted that many of the logistics problems encountered during Desert Shield and Desert Storm, in fact, recur in "exercise after exercise, operation after operation. We need to correct the problems...next time we may not have six months to prepare to fight."35

Many of the problems that have a bearing on future air sustainment are happening at the national level, seemingly beyond the reach of operational and strategic military planners alike. Operational commanders, however, have tools they can employ to set up effective sustainment operations. This chapter will look at sustainment planning and control. Included is a discussion of the means by which the operational commander can identify and plan for sustainment and so attempt to deal with the challenges discussed in Chapter II.

Chapter Responsibilities

Air sustainment, like logistics as a whole, is clearly in the realm of the operational commander's responsibilities. Briefly stated, operational commanders are authorized directive
authority over logistics operations to ensure execution of operation plans (OPLANS), afford efficiency and economy to operations, and coordinate responsibilities and support for and among his components commanders. As well, he should be obligated to provide for an appropriate flow and volume of logistic support.

For large operations such as Desert Shield/Desert Storm, this can be an immense task. In recognition of the complexity of the chore, General Schwarzkopf moved to separate the long-range logistic planning functions of his J-4 staff from the operations that support day-to-day combat operations. He created a USCENTCOM logistic kingpin in Lieutenant General 'Gus' Pagonis while keeping both functions under his single, unified command. This unique move, very successful in providing necessary supplies and services to the combat effort, nevertheless generated considerable confusion as to the chain of command. Pagonis had access and reporting responsibilities to both Schwarzkopf and to Major General Dane Starling, USA, Schwarzkopf's J-4, as well as to USFORSCOM, Pagonis' parent command back in the states. In addition, Pagonis' logistics responsibilities included only United States forces on the ground, but did not include CENTCOM Naval forces or extend to theater ports of debarkation, further adding to the confusion of who was in charge.

Implementing a solution to the lack of a simplified command structure, given Pagonis' success, would make a separate operational level logistics commander an attractive option with obvious and considerable benefits for future operations. Pagonis proposes a ground component single point of contact for
logistic resources and contracting. This should, rather, be extended to a single logistic component commander whose responsibilities include joint, total force logistic support.

**Air Sustainment Control**

This section will discuss two aspects to the control of air sustainment operations - material tracking, or controlling the flow of material, and overall control of the function of air sustainment resources.

**High Priority Material Tracking.** During Desert Shield / Desert Storm, the major issue was not one of airlift availability, but of keeping track of the material. There were serious problems in airlift availability to be sure, some already discussed and some to be discussed further on. But most material moved, if not as expeditiously as desired, then eventually. The bigger problem was in the ability to label and trace the material so that it got to the right place in the shortest possible amount of time.

In 1811, during the Peninsular Campaign, the Duke of Wellington said, "It is very necessary to attend to detail, and to trace a biscuit from Lisbon into a man's mouth on the frontier, and to provide for its movement from place to place, by land and by water, or no military operations can be carried on." What we found during Desert Shield and Desert Storm is that we could move it but couldn't trace it. Time, the critical element in movement of high priority material, was lost and material piled up awaiting processing at both ends of the pipeline (CONUS and in the CINCCENT theater). There are DOD and service efforts underway to improve traceability of material, principally through barcoding and inter-service compatible computer/information nets. However, logistics planners should recognize that the potentially large
volumes of material, the like of which was seen during Desert Shield/Desert Storm, can quickly overwhelm the best information systems. Logistic plans should therefore include adequate personnel and facility resources at all junctures of the pipeline (refer again to Figure 2).

Functional Control of Sustainment Resources. "The operational commander should have the same control of the logistic resources allocated as he does the combat forces allocated." It is perhaps unfortunate that he always doesn’t. In the realm of high priority material sustainment needs he must rely principally on the U. S. Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) and its air element, Air Mobility Command (AMC) to provide sufficient assets to move material to the operational theater. The operational commander must also rely on the individual services to provide the material itself. Nevertheless, he can exercise his control over the process of high priority movement by ensuring OPLANs and associated logistic and sustainment plans are adequate to the task.

Air Sustainment Planning

Chapter I began with some comments from the Logistic Lessons Learned, including problems with the Joint Operation Planning and Execution System (JOPES), Time Phased Force Deployment Documents (TPFDDs), and the World Wide Military Command and Control System (WWMCCS) - the computer system that contains these programs. The purpose of this section is not to define or discuss the process. Such is covered in various joint publications." Rather it is to review some of the lessons learned and identify common problems that may have a bearing on future plans.
Figure 3
AIR SUSTAINMENT PLANNING PROBLEMS
Desert Shield / Desert Storm Lessons Learned

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOPES</th>
<th>TPFDD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inaccurate Airlift Schedules.</td>
<td>Sustainment Cargo Understated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Pub 4-0 &amp; 4-06 Doctrine Ignored.</td>
<td>LOGAIR Assets Not Scheduled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad Hoc Procedures Used Vice JOPES</td>
<td>No Pre-Planned APOE/APOD Channels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargo Manifest Only 25% Accurate.</td>
<td>Joint Transportation Board Not Used For Prioritizing Sustainment Cargo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOPES/WWMCCS Not Updated With Mission/Lift Data.</td>
<td>No Cargo Data Standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No Cargo Reporting Standards.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two sustainment problems mentioned repeatedly were inaccurate information in JOPES/WWMCCS and inadequate TPFDDS. Figure 3 provides a summary. Each can be summarized as a lack of effective planning and an overall inability to ensure that JOPES/WWMCCS and TPFDDS contained accurate data. Many units either failed to include or severely underestimated their sustainment needs. The immediate consequence was a lack of sufficient airlift for sustainment needs and, later, an inability to accurately estimate sustainment needs even after the problem was identified. USCENTCOM and USTRANSCOM were in a continuous mode of reacting to the shipment requirements of vast amounts of material building up at sustainment APOEs.
OPLANs/LOGPLANs didn't account for LOGAIR support for intra-CONUS movement of air sustainment cargo (or even for truck/rail movement of routine material) to POEs. Finally, USCINCCENT's attempts at gaining control of the situation were frustrated by the lack of accurate data in, and timely updates to, JOPES/WWMCCS.

Operational commanders and their logistics staffs should now have sufficient data from these experiences to 'police' the units expected to deploy in support of their operations. The CINC must ensure that effective sustainment planning estimates are included and that once having moved to the deployment-employment phase, the databases are continuously updated. In addition to planning deployment APOEs and APODs, sustainment APOEs and APODs must be included in plans along with sufficient lift estimates for USTRANSCOM/AMC to plan and provide for airlift assets.

The CINC, in other words, should be a 'player' in material and transportation planning at both ends of the pipeline. His tools to accomplish this planning are JOPES/WWMCCS and the TPFDDs.
CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

If rapid deployment prevented Saddam Hussein from moving his troops into Saudi Arabia, then *mobility itself can be seen as a deterrent to military aggression.*

- GEN Hansford T., Johnson, CINCUSTRANS

A robust air mobility capability is essential to worldwide projection of power. Desert Shield proved that the U.S. military could rapidly deploy. It remains to be seen whether U.S. forces can both deploy and concurrently engage in early combat operations requiring significant sustainment support.

**Lessons Learned Revisited**

The operational commander must therefore carefully plan for a variety of alternative sustainment scenarios. Careful planning does not, however, mean over-planning that might obstruct ingenuity. As in all combat operations, new and creative measures to meet novel contingencies often mean the difference between success and failure. At the same time, a wide variety of pre-planned logistics and sustainment options offer the operational commander the flexibility to rapidly employ alternatives as operational dictates warrant and, so avoid the confusion of improvisational systems and ad hoc procedures. His tools to establish these programs are JOPES and the TPFDDs; ensuring both accurately reflect material and lift requirements and include the full spectrum of sustainment needs.

**Topics For Further Study**

As stated earlier, this paper treats many air sustainment issues in necessarily brief review. Each of the subject areas
addressed are worthy of more extensive coverage with an operational level focus.

Operational level sustainment itself has received little attention in the literature. As Colonel Oberthaler has pointed out, neither 'sustainment' (as opposed to sustainability) nor 'operational sustainment' are currently defined in JCS publications. A practical definition of operational sustainment is clearly needed and should be added to joint and service doctrine.

Room also did not permit a more extensive discussion of command, control, communications, and computers - Logistics C4. A review of logistics communications and computer system lessons learned and of operational employment and inter-operability of Logistics C4 systems currently in development would be highly beneficial.

Finally, Eccles' Logistics Principles of War, contained in his landmark work Military Concepts and Philosophy, bear further study concerning their applicability both to recent operations and to future threats. In particular, an understanding of his concepts of the 'Logistic Snowball' (as in the high priority backlog at sustainment APOEs) and the 'Underplan-Overplan' Dilemma" (the Desert Express response), in the context of 'Logistic Discipline' briefly discussed in Joint Pub 4-0, have clear applicability to current and future operational planning and logistic employment.
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